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Call for Papers

The after-conference proceeding of the ESAI’21 will be published in SCOPUS Indexed Springer Book Series, ‘Communications in Computer and Information Science’.

For more details, please visit the conference website:  http://www.esai21.com

ABOUT

The ESAI’21 Conference which will be held at the ENSA, Sidi Mohammed Ben Abdellah University, Fez, Morocco. The aim of this conference is to encourage new research purposes and advances in the themes of Computer Science, AI, Information Technologies and Embedded Systems. Original and high quality contributions related to these themes are solicited.

LIST OF TOPICS

- Artificial Intelligence & its Applications
- Embedded Systems & their Applications
- Renewable Energies
- Natural Language Processing

CONTACT US

Pr. Nabil EL AKKAD
Pr. Hassan SATORI
esaiconf@gmail.com

Papers submission deadline : November 30, 2020
Acceptance notification : January 10, 2021
Registration and CRC submission : February 15, 2021